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Abstract
A characterization of the topological spaces that possess a bicomplete fine quasiuniformity is obtained. In particular we show that the fine quasi-uniformity of each
sober space, of each first-countable 7^-space and of each quasi-pseudo-metrizable
space is bicomplete. Moreover we give examples of Tt-spaces that do not admit a
bicomplete quasi-uniformity.
We obtain several conditions under which the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of
a topological space is bicomplete and observe that the well-monotone covering quasiuniformity of a topological space is bicomplete if and only if the space is quasi-sober.

1. Introduction
It is known that the Pervin quasi-uniformity of a topological space X is bicomplete
if and only if X is a hereditarily compact quasi-sober space ([14], essentially corollary
3-2). Naturally this result suggests the question under which conditions other wellknown canonical quasi-uniformities °U (defined on appropriate classes of topological
spaces) are bicomplete. In this note we wish to consider this problem in the case that
°U is the fine quasi-uniformity or the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of an
arbitrary topological space.
In the first part of this note we prove that the fine quasi-uniformity of each quasipseudo-metrizable space and of each sober space is bicomplete. We remark that, on
the other hand, while it seems to be unknown whether the fine quasi-uniformity of
each quasi-pseudo-metrizable space is complete, it is shown in [17] that the fine
quasi-uniformity of some well-known normal Hausdorif spaces is not complete (see
also [19, 21] for related results). As a by-product of our investigations we get the
result that the sobrification of a topological (7J,)-space X can be obtained by
constructing the bicompletion of the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity ofX
In [13] the analogy between the separated Cauchy completion of a uniform space and
the sobrification of a topological space is studied from the point of view of category
theory. Our observation may help to explain the similarity between these two
constructions from a different point of view.
In the second part of this note we try to determine familiar conditions under which
the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of a topological space is bicomplete. In
particular we show that the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of a sober hereditarily
countably metacompact space is bicomplete if and only if the space is hereditarily
closed-complete.
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We refer the reader to [8] for the basic facts about quasi-uniformities and to [14]
for the basic facts about sober spaces. In particular we will use the following
definitions and conventions.
A quasi-uniform space (X, fy) is said to be bicomplete (see [8], p. 61) if the
uniformity %* is complete. (As usual, ty* will denote the coarsest uniformity finer
than both <# and %~l.)
A non-empty subspace A of a topological space X is called irreducible if each pair
of non-empty A-open subsets has a non-empty intersection. We will say that a closed
irreducible subset of a topological space is non-trivial if it is not the closure of a
singleton. A topological space is called quasi-sober (see e.g. [14], p. 154) if it does not
have any non-trivial closed irreducible subsets. A quasi-sober 7J,-space is called sober
(see [14], p. 145). The b-topology ([24], p. 38) of a topological space Z is the topology
2T{0>*) where & denotes the Pervin quasi-uniformity of Z (see [3, 14] and [22],
p. 238).
All separation axioms used in this paper are explicitly mentioned. In particular we
recall that a topological space X is a TD-space if for each point xeX there exists an
open neighbourhood G of x such that {x} = G 0 c\{x} (see [26], p. 92).
By P*J we will denote the set of positive integers. The set of the limit points (cluster
points) of a filter ^ will be denoted by lim #" (adh SF).
2. Preliminary results
The proof of our first proposition is based on two auxiliary results. Since these
results seem to be of independent interest, we state them in a form more general than
needed in the following.
LEMMA

1. Let % be a quasi-uniformity on a set X and let 3F be a °U*-Cauchy filter

on X.
(a) Then each 3T'(tfl)-cluster point of & is a ^{%)-limit point of 3F'.
(b) If & is 2?'{aU*)-convergent to xeX, then adhg-m3F = c\$-m{x}.
Proof, (a) Letpe&dhsrw^.

We have to show that V(p)e^

for each Ve%. There

are W e "U with W2 £ V and A e & with AxA^Wf]
W'1. Since p e cl g-mA, we have
an aeA f] W(p). Then, for any xeA, we get (p,x)e W2, whence xe V(p), so that A c
V(p), and V(p)e&. (b) See [22], lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. Let X be a topological space and let ~V be a compatible quasi-uniformity on
X that is finer than the Pervin quasi-uniformity 0> of X.
(a) Let ?F be a ~V*-Cauchyfilteron X, and let x eX. Then !F converges to x with respect
to the topology S~^f"*) if and only ifx is a 3T{'f) -cluster point of 2F and cl^-(y-) {x} belongs
to &.
(b) The topologies ST{-r*) and y(@>*) are equal.
(c) If X is a TD-space, the quasi-uniformity "V is bicomplete and ~W is an arbitrary
{possibly not compatible) quasi-uniformity finer than "V onX, then iV is bicomplete, too.

Proof, (a) Assume that xeX is a S'{ir)-cluster point of BF such that
belongs to &'. Then we have {U(x):Uei/'} £ J*7 by Lemma I (a). Clearly

whenever UeV. Since cl^-(fO{x}e#", we deduce that the filter SF converges to x in
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(X, &'("/'*)). (Note that we do not need that V is finer than & in this part of the
proof.)
On the other hand assume that !F converges to the point xeX with respect to the
topology ^(-V*). Clearly x is a ^"(T^)-cluster point of !F. Since
V =(clwWxI) U
we see t h a t V~x{x) = cl^-(ir){x} belongs to SF.
(b) This is well known and obvious.
(c) We have ST^*) = 2T{-W*), because y(V*) is discrete (see [3], proposition
41). Hence "W* is complete, because "V* £ W* and V* is complete.
We recall that a family Jz? of subsets of a topological space X is called well-monotone
(see [16], p. 20) provided that the partial order £ of set inclusion is a well-order on
jSf. The compatible quasi-uniformity i f o n a topological space X which has as a
subbase the set of all binary relations that are associated with vvell-monotone open
covers of X is called the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of X ([16], p. 21).
(We will say that a binary relation T is associated with a well-monotone open cover
Jf of X if T = \J{{x} x {f){G:xeGeJT}):xeX}.)
We note that it is easy to see that the restriction of M to an arbitrary subspace
Y of X is the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of Y and that Jl is finer than
the Pervin quasi-uniformity of X. Our first proposition collects some further useful
observations on the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity. They will be crucial in
the following.
1. Let (X,Sf) be a topological space and let if be a compatible quasiuniformity on X that is finer than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity M of X.
(a)LetS'bea W*-CauchyfilteronX. Thenadh^^e^andadh^
J^is£f -irreducible.
The filter !F converges to some point xoeX with respect to the topology ^{iV*) on X if
and only if a d h ^ ^ = cly.{x0}.
(b) Let 3^ be a minimal W*-Cauchy filter on X. Then Jf? is the filter generated by the
filterbase {0 n adhy Jf-.G 0 adh^Jf #= 0 and Ge^} on X.
(c) Let F be a closed irreducible subset ofX and let <$ be the filter generated by the filter
base {G n F:G 0 F * 0 and GeSf) on X. Then <$ is a iV*-Cauchy filter on X if and
only if for each Ve~W there exists an xeF such that F £ F-1(a;). In particular & is an
Jt*-Cauchy filter on X.
PROPOSITION

Proof, (a) Consider an arbitrary T^"*-Cauchy filter BF on X. Assume that
a d h y ^ ^ # " . Then there exists a minimal (infinite) cardinal number m so that
there is a subcollection $ of !F consisting of ^-closed subsets of X such that card
($) = m and f)&£lF. We can assume that $ = {Fa:a < m}. For each /? < m let
Ep = (~){Fa:a < fi}. (In particular let E0=X.) Set
V = {X\Ep.p

< m) U {X} and

T(x) = D{D:xeDe<&}

whenever xeX. We have T = \J{{x} x T(x):xeX]eW
and Efie^
for each /? < m.
Since & is a iT*-Cauchy filter on X, there is an xeX such that (T n T"1) {x)e&. If
xef)#, then rT1(x) = (\Se3F, a contradiction. Therefore x${\$. Hence there is a
fi< m such that xe(X\Efi). Then T(x) c (X\Ep) and (X\Efi) nEfie^.
We have
reached another contradiction and we conclude that a d h ^ ^ e ^ " .
Since a d h ^ ^ e ^ " , it follows from Lemma I (a) that adh^^" is ^"-irreducible.
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Assume that adh^#" = cl^{x0}. Then cly{x0}e^. Hence the filter !F converges to x0
with respect to the topology &~(W*) by Lemma 2 (a). The converse follows from
Lemma 1 (b).
(b) Let Jf? be a minimal '^•-Cauchy filter (cf. [8], proposition 330) onX. By part
(a), adh^J^e Jf and adh^Jf is a closed irreducible subset of (X, 9>). Let 3 be the
filter generated by the filter base
{G n adhyJf-.G (] adh^, Jf * 0 and GeS/'}
on X. Consider an arbitrary GeS?. Since ((X\G)xX) U (G x G) e iV and Jf is a
Cauchy filter on X, we conclude that Ge^f or X\£e Jf. Hence 0 £ Jf. Let
There exist an 5^-open neighbournet V ([8], p. 4) such that F £ £/ and anHeif such
that // 2 c f. Since J^ is a T^"*-Cauchy filter on X, there exists an xeX such that
(AT n H~l) (x) e ^f. Clearly we have that
Moreover adh^.^7 fl F(x) =t= 0 , because adh^JfeJ^ and H(x)eJ^. Hence

(t/n t r 1 ) ^ ) ^
by the definition of Si. We conclude that 2 is a ^*-Cauchy filter on X. Therefore
3i = J^.
(c) Before giving the proof of this assertion we note that in the stated criterion it
suffices to assume that ~W is a compatible quasi-uniformity on X.
Assume that ^ is a TT"*-Cauchy filter on X. Let VeW and let WeW be such
that I f c f . Since ^ is a T^"*-Cauchy filter on X, there exists an xeX such that
(W n W~1)(x)e^. Choose ye(W 0 W~l) (x) n F. Then
(WO W-1)(x)^(W2 n Wand
F = adh^^ c cl^W-%) c Pf-3(2/) c F" 1 ^).
Hence F satisfies the condition stated in the proposition. In order to prove the
converse, assume that F satisfies this condition and let VeH^. By our assumption
there is an xeF such th&tF c V^ix). Since ((int^ V(x)) 0 F"1^)) e ^ by the definition
of <$, we see that <$ is a ^*-Cauchy filter on X.
To show that *& is an ^*-Cauchy filter, we use the criterion just established. Given
VGJM, we have finitely many well-monotone open covers s/lt...,$4n oiX such that
(~]{T}: 1 ^ j ^n}^V, where
Let A} be the least member of sii which intersects F. Since F is irreducible,
there exists an xoeF D A1 0 ... 0 An. It follows that F £ Tjx(x0) for each j . Thus
F c F'^Xo), and ^ is an ^T*-Cauchy filter on X.
COROLLARY 1. A topological space admits a bicomplete quasi-uniformity if and only
if its fine quasi-uniformity is bicomplete.

Proof. Let (X, £?) be a topological space admitting a bicomplete quasi-uniformity
°U. We have to show that its fine quasi-uniformity !FJf is bicomplete. Let 3F
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be an ^"^K"*-Cauchy filter on X. Then & is a <^*-Cauchy filter on X. Moreover
adh^^" = cl^{x} for some xeX by Lemma 1(6), since % is bicomplete. Bj' Proposition 1 (a) ^ converges on X with respect to the topology S'i^FJf*). Thus SF Jf is
bicomplete.
We are now ready to formulate our characterization of the topological spaces that
have a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity. Let us note that the topological 7^-spaces
admitting a bicomplete totally bounded quasi-uniformity are characterized in [22] as
the strongly sober locally compact spaces.
PROPOSITION 2. Let (X, Sf) be a topological space and let "W be a compatible quasiuniformity on X that is finer than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of X.
Then "W is not bicomplete if and only if X has a non-trivial closed irreducible subset F
such that for each entourage V&'W there is an xeF satisfying F c V^lx).

Proof. Assume that W is not bicomplete. Then there exists a minimal T^"*-Cauchy
filter^ on X without 2T{'W*)-X\m\t point in X. By Proposition 1 (a), adh^#^ is a nontrivial closed irreducible subset of (X, if). Moreover, by Proposition 1 (b) and 1 (c), for
each entourage Veif there is an xesbdhy^ satisfying a d h ^ ^ c V~1(x).
On the other hand, if X has a non-trivial closed irreducible subset F such that for
any entourage Ve'W there is an XEF satisfying F £ V~x(x), then by Proposition 1 (c)
and 1 (a) there exists a "^*-Cauchy filter on X without ^"(T^"*)-limit point in X.
Hence 'W is not bicomplete.
As an application of Proposition 2 we wish to establish three results mentioned
next in the Abstract. (Note that, of course, each Hausdorff space is quasi-sober.)
PROPOSITION

3. The fine quasi-uniformity of each quasi-pseudo-metrizable space is

bicomplete.
Proof. Let (X, Sf) be a topological space the topology of which is induced by a
quasi-pseudo-metric d on X. Assume that the fine quasi-uniformity $FJf of X is not
bicomplete. By Proposition 2 there exists a non-trivial closed irreducible subset F of
X such that whenever Ve^^V there is an xeF satisfyingF £ F-1(a;). Let neN. Set
Vn = {(x,y)eXxX:d(x,y)<2-"}.
Since VneJF^V, we can choose an xneF such that F c V~1(xn). Assume first that
f]{Vn(xn):neN}f)F = 0.
Let
V = {(X\F)U (f]{Vk(xk):k=
and T(x) = f]{D:xeDe^}

l,...,n}):ne^}

0 {X}

for each xeX. Then

T=
by our assumption. Using that f\{Vk(xk):k = 1
n) 0 F + 0 whenever »eW, we
note that there does not exist any xeF such that F £ T~1(x), a contradiction. We
conclude that our last assumption was incorrect and that we can find a
yef]{Vn(xn):neN}r)F. Then
F c V~n\xn) £ V'2(y) c V-IM
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for each 7&e(N\{l}). Thus we see that
yecly{y}

c F <= f){V-l(y)

:ne U) = cL,{y}.

Hence F is not a non-trivial closed irreducible subset of X. We have reached another
contradiction. We deduce that the fine quasi-uniformity of X is bicomplete.
Problem. We remark that in the proof of Proposition 3 we have only used that
(X, Sf) has a normal (see [8], p. 5) sequence (F n ) neN of (open) neighbournets such that
c\y{x} = fs\{V~1(x):ne N} whenever xeX. Let us also note that a slight modification
of the proof given above shows that the fine transitive quasi-uniformity of each nonarchimedeanly quasi-pseudo-metrizable space is bicomplete. The value of this result
is not clear however, since it is unknown (cf. [8], problem P, p. 155) whether the fine
transitive quasi-uniformity and the fine quasi-uniformity of each non-archimedeanly
quasi-pseudo-metrizable space are equal. Furthermore we do not know whether the
fine transitive quasi-uniformity of a topological space is bicomplete whenever its fine
quasi-uniformity is bicomplete.
2. The fine transitive quasi-uniformity of a topological space X is
bicomplete if and only if each closed irreducible subspace F ofX that is not a point-closure
has an (in the subspace F) interior-preserving collection of non-empty F-open sets with
an empty intersection.
COROLLARY

Proof. Suppose that the fine transitive quasi-uniformity ^&~ of X is bicomplete.
Let F be an arbitrary closed irreducible subspace of X that is not a point-closure. By
Proposition 2 there exists a transitive entourage TsSF 2T such that.? $ T~1(x) for all
xeF. Set
<€ = {T(x) n F-.xeF}.
Then ^ is an (in F) interior-preserving collection of non-empty .F-open sets with an
empty intersection.
In order to prove the converse assume that each closed irreducible subspace F of
X which is not a point-closure has an (in F) interior-preserving collection # F of nonempty i^-open sets with an empty intersection. Set
®F = {Q\)(X\F):OeVF}V{X}

and

T = {J{{x} x ((]{H:xeHe2>F}):xeX).

Then T belongs to the fine transitive quasi-uniformity 3Fy of X (see [8], corollary
2-6), but there does not exist an xeF such that F c T~1(x). By Proposition 2 we
conclude that 3P'3T is bicomplete.
COROLLARY 3. Thefinetransitive quasi-uniformity of any countable space or any firstcountable Tx-space is bicomplete.

Proof. In such a space each closed irreducible subspace F that is not a point-closure
has a sequence (Gn)neN of non-empty f-open sets with an empty intersection.
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a topological space and let ~W be a compatible quasiuniformity on X that is finer than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity M ofX.
(a) If X is quasi-sober, then (X, "W) is bicomplete.
(b) The quasi-uniform space (X,^M) is bicomplete if and only if X is quasi-sober.

Proof, (a) Since X is quasi-sober, it does not have any non-trivial closed irreducible
subsets. The result follows from Proposition 2.
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(b) Assume that (X, Jl) is bicomplete. Let F be a closed irreducible subset of X. By
Proposition 1 (c), for each VeJl there exists sm xeF such that F c V~x(x). Hence F
is not non-trivial by Proposition 2, since Jl is bicomplete. We conclude that X is
quasi-sober. The converse follows from part (a). The result just proved will be studied
further in the next section.
3. The sobrification as bicompletion
In this section we show that the sobrification of a topological (7J,)-space X can be
obtained by constructing the bicompletion of the well-monotone covering quasiuniformity of X. We also try to understand why, in general, a compatible quasiuniformity t o n a topological 7J,-space X cannot be extended to a compatible quasiuniformity on the sobrification of X, although such an extension is always possible
if °U is totally bounded (see [22], lemma 6).
In the following the bicompletion of a quasi-uniform T0-space (X, °ll) will be
denoted by (X,%). The construction is described in detail in [8], chapter 32. We will
use the same notation as in [8], theorem 333. By X we denote the set of the minimal
<^*-Cauchy filters on X. (We observe that this notation does not show that X depends
on °U. The reader is warned that, given two quasi-uniformities <% and "V on a set X,
the ground sets of the quasi-uniform spaces (X, %) and (X, "P~) may be different.)
Moreover $ will denote the quasi-uniformity on X that is generated by all the sets
U where U belongs to %. Recall that

0 = {(&r,&)eXxX:there existFe^ and Ge& such t h a t F x G ^ U}
whenever UB^I. AS usual we will sometimes identify a ^"(^*)-convergent minimal
<^*-Cauchy filter & eX with its limit point in (X, %*) and, using this identification,
think of (X,W) as a subspace of (X,%) (see [8], theorem 3-33).
Let us still observe that the theory of the bicompletion of a quasi-uniform space
is used in [18] to study the so-called Fell compactification of a locally compact
topological space.
A construction of the sobrification (SX, 3$) of a topological space X is given in [14],
p. 145. For our purpose it will suffice to know that 8X is the set of the closed
irreducible subsets of X, that the topology 38 on 8X is equal to
{[G]:G is open in X)
8

where [G] — {Fe X:F D G 4= 0 } whenever G is an open subset of X, and that the
map f:X^-8X defined by f(x) = cl{a;} for each xeX is a topological embedding onto
a 6-dense subspace of SX provided that X is a 7^-space.
Proposition 4 suggests that one should look for connections between the two
constructions under consideration (see also [13]).
PROPOSITION 5. Let (X, £f) be a topological T0-space and let W be a compatible quasiuniformity on X that is finer than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity M ofX.
Then (X, ^"(#")) is a subspace of the sobrification of X. In particular (X, ST(M)) is the
sobrification of X.

Proof. Let X be the set of the minimal "^"*-Cauchy filters on X and let SX be the
set of the closed irreducible subsets of X. Set h{^) = a d h ^ ^ for each
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Obviously the map h:X->sX is well-defined and one-to-one by Proposition I (a)
and 1(6).
Next we show that h is onto if iV = Jt. Indeed, let F be a closed irreducible subset
of X and let ^ be the filter on X generated by {G n F:G 0 F =t= 0 and Getf). By
Proposition l(c) ^ is an ^T*-Cauchy filter on X. Clearly a d h ^ = F. Let Jf be the
minimal ^*-Cauchy filter on X contained in <8 (see [8], proposition 3-30). Since
2tf c ^, we have
lim^^T c lim^^ c adh y # c adh^^f.
Applying Lemma 1 (a) to Jf we obtain adh^jf = jG7. Hence A is surjective.
Observe that the minimal ^*-Cauchy filter representing the point x of X in X
corresponds to that point of SX that is represented by the set c\y{x). Therefore it is
clear that the set X of the minimal '^"*-Cauchy filters can be considered a subset
of the sobrification of X. For each GtSf set
[G] = {&eX:aahy&

0 G # 0}.

Of course in view of Proposition 1 (a) we have [X] = X and [Gr1 f~l G2] = [CrJ fl [G2]

whenever GltG2e£^.
It remains to show that the two topologies 3> = {[G]:Ge£f} and &~(if) on X are
equal. Let 3?eX and ^e[G] for some £e<9". Note that Ge J^ by Proposition 1 (b).
Set
H = ((X\G)xX) U (GxG).
Then HfW. Moreover H(&) £ [G], because whenever &eH(^), then Ge& by the
definition of H and, thus, ^efG] by Proposition 1(6). Hence 2 c ^"(#).
On the other hand let ^ e l and FeT^". Choose an open neighbournet H (see [8],
p. 4) belonging to if such that IP £ V. Since i5" is a /#/"*-Cauchy filter on JC, there is
an xeX such that (H'1 n H)(x)e^. By Proposition 1(6) we have ^e[H(x)]. Let
^ e [//(a;)]. Since H(x)e& by Proposition 1 (6) and since ( ^ V ) x /?(x)) ^ y, it is clear
that ^ e F(^). Hence J^ e [#(*)] c F ^ ) . It follows that S> and ^"(#) are equal. We
have shown that we can think of (X, &~(1$r)) as a subspace of the sobrification of X.
In particular, if W = Ji then we can think of (X, 3~{M)~) as the sobrification of X.
Remark 1. It is well-known that a topological space is hereditarily compact if and
only if each strictly increasing sequence of open sets is finite (see e.g. [25], theorem
1). Hence a topological space is hereditarily compact if and only if its well-monotone
covering quasi-uniformity coincides with its Pervin quasi-uniformity (compare [8],
propositions 2-7 and 2-8). Therefore the last statement of Proposition 5 generalizes
that part of theorem 3 in [22] considerably which says that if SP is the Pervin quasiuniformity of a hereditarily compact T0-space X, then (X, ^(^)) is the sobrification
ofX
It is well-known that the Pervin quasi-uniformity is the finest compatible totally
bounded quasi-uniformity on a topological space (see [8], p. 28). Thus on an arbitrary
topological space X each compatible totally bounded quasi-uniformity V is coarser
than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of X. It follows from Proposition
1 (c) that each of the filters of the form as defined in Proposition 1 (c) is a '^'*-Cauchy
filter on X. Using this fact one can give another proof of the result (established in
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uniformity on a 7J,-space X, then the space (X, &~("K)) contains the sobrification of X
as a subspace.
In order to get more information about the structure of the quasi-uniformity #"
mentioned in Proposition 5 we need some further preparation.
Let X be a 6-dense subspace of a topological space Y and let G be an open subset
of X. The unique open set H of Y such that H D X = G will be denoted by [G] in the
following proof.
3. Let X be a b-dense subspace of a topological space (Y, Sf).
(a) Let H2, H1, V2 and V1 be open neighbournets of Y such that

LEMMA

H\ s EX,HX n (XxX) £ F2 n

(XxX)

and VI c Vx. Then H2 c Fx.
(b) If S is a transitive neighbournet of X, then there is at most one transitive
neighbournet T of Y such that S = T n (XxX).
(c) Let °U and "V be two compatible quasi-uniformities on Y such that the restriction
is coarser than the restriction "T\X. Then f c f .
Proof, (a) Let ye Y. There exists an xe V2(y) D o\y{y} D X, because X is 6-dense in
Y. Since xec\y{y} c //~1(y), we have
H2(y) c H\(x) £ Hx{x) = [H^x) n X] £ [F2(x) 0 X] = V2(x) £ V\(y) £ Vx{y)Thus H2 c F r
(6) Let Tj and 7^ be transitive neighbournets of Y such that Tx D (JC x X) =

r2 n (XxX). Set
H2 = H1 = T2 and

V2=V1 = Tv

Then 7^ £ Tx by (a) and thus T2 = 7; by symmetry.
(c) Let Fe^f. There exist open neighbournets F 1 ,F 2 6^ such that V1^V and
F ^ c ^ . By our assumption F2 n {XxX)e "^|X. Hence there exist open neighbournets
H1,H2eir such that
H1 f| (XxX) c F2 n (XxX)

and

H\ c ^ .

By (a) we have # 2 <=, Vx. Therefore VeV and, thus, %<=,-V.
Lemma 3 (c) shows that if X is a 6-dense subspace of a topological space Y and °U
is a compatible quasi-uniformity on X, then there exists at most one compatible
quasi-uniformity f on 7 such that Y~\X = °U. The following result answers the
natural question under which condition such an extension 'V of °U fromX to Sexists.
6. Let X be a b-dense subspace of a topological space (Y, £f) and let °U
be a compatible quasi-uniformity on the subspace X of Y. Then % can be extended to a
compatible quasi-uniformity "f on Y if and only if for each yeY and each Veil there
exists an xec\y{y) D X such that {c\y{y} f l l ) c U~l(x).
PROPOSITION

We leave the proof of this result to the reader, since we will not use the result in
the following and since the argument is quite similar to the proof of a closely related
(see [4]) result on quasi-pseudo-metrics that we wish to present instead.
We will call a quasi-pseudo-metric j i o n a topological space (X, ¥) admissible if
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B n(x)e<f whenever neN and xeX. (Here, as usual, B*(x) = {yeX:p(x,y) < 2~n}.)
Note that the fine quasi-uniformity of a topological space X is the supremum quasiuniformity of all quasi-pseudo-metric quasi-uniformities induced by bounded
admissible quasi-pseudo-metrics on X (see [4], p. 157 and [8], p. 3).
LEMMA 4. Let X be a b-dense subspace of a topological space (Y, Sf) and let p be a
bounded admissible (compatible) quasi-pseudo-metric onX. Thenp can be extended to an
admissible (compatible) quasi-pseudo-metric qonY if and only iffor each yeY and each
neN there exists anxe c\y {y} n X such that p(f, x) < 2~n whenever fe cL, {y} n X. If such
an admissible extension of p to Y exists, then it is unique.

Proof. For each x,yeY set
r(x,y) = sup{p(x',c\#,{y} D X):x'ecl^{x} 0 X}.
(Here, as usual,
p(x',cly{y} l)X) = M{p(x',y'):y'ecly{y}

0 X}.)

It is easy to check that r is a quasi-pseudo-metric on Y (cf. [1], p. 337) and that
r(x,y) = p(x,y) for each x,yeX. However, in general r is not admissible on Y, even
if p is compatible on X (see Example 2(o) below).
Assume now that p can be extended to an admissible quasi-pseudo-metric q on Y.
We will show that q = r. Let x,ye Y. Consider an arbitrary neN. SinceX is 6-dense
in Y, there is &ceB"n(y) C\ cl^{y} D X. Furthermore by the definition of r there exists
an aecl^{x} 0 X such that r(x,y) ^ p(a, c\y {y} D X) + 2~n. Hence
r(x, y) ^ p(a, c) + 2~" = q(a, c) + 2~n ^ q(a, x) + q(x, y) + q(y, c) + 2~n
Therefore r(x,y) < q(x,y). Assume for a moment that there is an meN such that
2~m+1 + r(x,y) < q(x,y). Since X is 6-dense in Y, there is a deB9m(x) 0 cl^,{x} 0 X.
Moreover it is clear that there is an e€cly{y} 0 X such that
p(d,e) ^2-m+p(d,cly{y}

n X).

Thus
q(x, y) ^ q(x, d)+q(d, e)+q(e, y) ^ 2~m +p(d, e) + 0 < 2~m+1 +p(d, cly{y} 0 X)
a contradiction. Hence q(x,y) = r(x,y). We conclude that q = r. It follows that Up
can be extended to an admissible quasi-pseudo-metric on Y, then such an extension
is unique.
Next we want to show that the condition formulated in the lemma is satisfied
whenever p can be extended to an admissible quasi-pseudo-metric q on Y. Let ye Y
and neN. Since X is 6-dense in Y, there exists an x eB%(y) 0 cl^ {y} 0 X. Consider an
arbitrary fecly{y} n X. Then
p(f,x) = q(f,x) ^ q(f,y)+q(y,x) = q(y,*) < 2"".
This proves the assertion.
In order to prove the converse, assume that p is an admissible quasi-pseudo-metric
on X satisfying the condition stated in the lemma. Define a quasi-pseudo-metric r on
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Y as above. We wish to show that r is admissible on Y. Let yeY and neN. By our
assumption there is an x e c\y{y} D X suchthatxe5P+2(/)whenever/ecl^{2/} (1 X. Let
G be the unique open subset of Ysuch that G fl X = J5£+2(x). Note that ye G, because
xecly{y} D G. Consider an arbitrary zeG and choose an aecly{z} 0 G 0 X. Then
p(x,a) < 2-(n+2), and therefore p(f,a) < 2~ln+1) whenever fecl^{y} D X. Hence
r(y, z) = sup {p(f, cL, {2} fl X): / e cL, {*/} fl X} ^ sup {p{f,a):fe cL, {y} (] X] < 2""
and zeBrn(y). We conclude that yeG ^B^iy). It follows that -B^(c) ' s °P e n in
F whenever c e 7 and ra e N. We have shown that r is admissible on Y.
Finally we prove that if p is compatible on X and r (denned as above) is admissible
on Y, then r is compatible on Y. To this end let y e Y and let G be an arbitrary open
neighbourhood of y in Y. Choose ze c\y{y} fl G fl X. Then there exists anneW such
that
= Brn(z) n i s f i n i
We deduce that yeBrn(z) ^ G, since r is admissible on Y and X is 6-dense in Y. It
follows that r is compatible on Y.
We note that these results help to explain the condition appearing in Proposition
2 and Proposition 1 (c). In particular Lemma 4 confirms the natural conjecture that
for any 7J,-space X (with fine quasi-uniformity 2FJf) the set of the points of the
sobrification SX of X to which all bounded admissible quasi-pseudo-metrics on X can
be extended in an admissible way is exactly the set of the points of SX corresponding
to the minimal ^"^K"*-Cauchy filters on X. (In order to verify our assertion use the
ideas of Propositions 1 and 5 and note that {cl {y} D X:ye SX) is exactly the set of the
closed irreducible subsets of X.)
Our next two results should be compared with theorem 3 of [22] where the
corresponding question is studied for the Pervin quasi-uniformity.
COROLLARY 4. Let M be the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of a topological
T0-space X. Then M is the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of the topological
space {X,2T{J[)).

Proof. Let Jf denote the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of (X, 9~{Ji)).
Then Jf\X = Ji = Jt\X. Moreover (e.g. by [13], section 3-1-1(62)) X is a 6-dense
subspace of its sobrification {X,ST{M)) (see Proposition 5). From Lemma 3(c) it
follows that Jf = Ji'.
COROLLARY 5. Let Xbea topological T0-space and let !F Jf be itsfinequasi-uniformity.
Then 2F Jf is thefinequasi-uniformity of the space (X&~(FV))

Proof. Let &$ denote the fine quasi-uniformity of (X,SF(&'Jf)). Clearly
On the other hand we have
)) by Proposition 5 (see section 311 (62) of [13]), it
Since X is 6-dense in (X, y^Jf
follows that &§ £ &J/' by Lemma 3(c). We conclude that &S = &Jf.
Remark 2 (compare e.g. [14]). It is easy to see that each continuous map/:X->F
from a topological space X to a topological space Y is quasi-uniformly continuous
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with respect to the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformities M(X) oiX and Jt(Y)
of Y. Hence in case that X and Y are T0-spaces there exists a unique quasi-uniformly
continuous extension f:(X, J£(X))^>-(Y,J£(Y)) of / (see [8], theorem 329 and
proposition 114). By Corollary 4 and Proposition 5 it is clear that this only means
that / is a continuous map from the sobrification of X to the sobrification of Y
(extending/).
4. Examples
This short section is devoted to the study and construction of several examples
illustrating the results presented so far.
Example 1. Each Hausdorff space that does not admit a complete quasi-uniformity
(such examples are given in [17, 19]) shows that a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity
need not be complete.
Example 2. (a) Let a #= 0 be a limit ordinal and let ST = {0} U {[x,a):xea). Set
d(x,y) = 0 if x,yea and x ^ y, and set d(x,y) = 1 if x,yea and y < x. Then the
compatible quasi-pseudo-metric d on the space (a, ^) cannot be extended to an
admissible quasi-pseudo-metric on the sobrification of (a, ST). (Note that by Lemma
4 the quasi-pseudo-metric d cannot be extended in an admissible way to the point ft
of the sobrification of (a, 2T) corresponding to the closed irreducible subset a of a,
because we have cl{/?} f\ a = a, but sup{d(f,x) :fea} = 1 for each xea.) We observe
that the fine quasi-uniformity 3FJV oi(a,3~) is bicomplete, since !FJf* is discrete;
indeed, !FJf is generated by the one basic entourage {(x,y)ea xa:x < y).
(b) Let X be a countably infinite set equipped with the cofinite topology. Then
the fine quasi-uniformity of X is bicomplete, but X is not quasi-sober (see [22],
example 1).
PROPOSITION 7. (a) A topological space X admits only bicomplete quasi-uniformities if
and only if X is quasi-sober and hereditarily compact, (b) The unique compatible quasiuniformity (namely the Pervin quasi-uniformity) of a topological space X admitting a
unique quasi-uniformity is bicomplete if and only if X is quasi-sober.

Proof. The two assertions follow immediately from the following three known
facts. The Pervin quasi-uniformity of a topological space is bicomplete if and only if
the space is hereditarily compact and quasi-sober ([14], essentially corollary 3-2),
each hereditarily compact quasi-sober space admits a unique quasi-uniformity ([22],
proposition 3 (a)), and each topological space admitting a unique quasi-uniformity is
hereditarily compact (see [8], theorem 236 or [20]).
In view of Proposition 7 each topological space that admits a unique quasiuniformity, but is not quasi-sober (e.g. the cofinite topology on an uncountable
set (see [8], example 2-37 or [20]) is an example of a topological space that does not
admit a bicomplete quasi-uniformity, although the unique quasi-uniformity that it
admits is complete ([8], p. 50).
Before giving a more general method to construct topological spaces the fine quasiuniformity of which is not bicomplete, we record the following fact. Essentially it
shows that it suffices to consider irreducible topological spaces in the remaining
paragraphs of this section.
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Remark 3. A topological space X has a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity if and only
if each closed irreducible subspace of X has this property.
Proof. Let &'Jf be the fine quasi-uniformity of the topological space X. Assume
that SFJf is bicomplete. Then each 6-closed (i.e. ST^ Jf*)-closed) subspace of the
uniform space (X, &JT*) is complete. Since F{PJf) £ $~(3?Jf*), we deduce that
each closed irreducible subspace F of X admits the bicomplete quasi-uniformity
!FJf\F. Hence F has a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity by Corollary 1. (In fact the
fine quasi-uniformity of the closed subspace F oiX is # Jf\F by [8], chart on p. 55.)
In order to prove the converse, assume that each closed irreducible subspace of X
has a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity. Suppose that I 1 is a non-trivial closed
irreducible subspace of X. (Note that we are done if X does not have any subspace
of this kind, since then the fine quasi-uniformity 3FJf of X is bicomplete by
Proposition 2.) Applying Proposition 2 to the subspace F oiX, we see that there is
an entourage V belonging to the fine quasi-uniformity of the subspace F of X such
that for each xeF we have F $ V'^x). Set W = V U (X x (X\F)). Then We&JT (by
[8], proposition 2-19) and F <f W~1(x) whenever xeF. We conclude by Proposition 2
that the fine quasi-uniformity 3? Jf oiX is bicomplete.
Example 3. We describe a class of topological spaces that do not admit a
bicomplete quasi-uniformity. Let m be an infinite cardinal number and let X be a set
such that card (X) > m. Set y = {X\A :card (A) <m) U {0}. It follows from the
next lemma that the fine quasi-uniformity of the topological space (X, £f) is not
bicomplete.
LEMMA 5. Let (X, £f) be a topological Tx-space without isolated points whose density is
strictly smaller than the minimal number of closed nowhere dense subsets of X needed to
cover X (e.g. take the usual topology on the reals or any other separable Tx-space without
isolated points that is non-meagre in itself). Then the set X equipped with the Tropology

91 = {GeSP-.G is £f-dense in X) U {0}
does not have a bicomplete fine quasi-uniformity.
Proof. Let 8FJf be the fine quasi-uniformity of (X, 91) and let V, WetFJf be such
that W2 ^ V. Choose an 5^-dense subset D of X of minimal cardinality. We have
\J{W-1(d):deD} = X, sinceD is ^-dense inX. If cl a W'^d) =t= X whenever deD, then
for each deD the set cl^ W~l(d) is a closed nowhere dense subset of (X,Sf). However
this contradicts our assumption about (X, £f). We conclude that there is an eeD such
that
X = cL, W-\e) £ W-*(e) £ V~l{e).
Since (X,<%) is a Tj-space, the assertion follows by applying Proposition 2 to the
closed irreducible subset X of (X,<%).
5. Bicompleteness of the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity
Since a completely regular Hausdorff space X in which each closed discrete
subspace has non-measurable cardinality admits a complete fine uniformity if and
only if the uniformity %>(X) is complete (see [10], theorem 1520 and corollary 1514),
it seems natural to look for canonical compatible quasi-uniformities (on appropriate
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classes of topological spaces) the bicompleteness of which is equivalent to the
bicompleteness of the fine quasi-uniformity. In this connection we note that if °U and
"V are two quasi-uniformities on a given topological space X satisfying °U £ "V and
both belonging to the Pervin quasi-proximity class of X, then the uniformity "V* is
complete whenever the uniformity °ll* is complete, because the topologies &~(%*) and
ST(i^*) are equal (e.g. we can argue that the fine quasi-uniformity of a quasi-sober
topological space is bicomplete, since its well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity is
bicomplete). In particular, because of the results on uniformities cited above, it
seems natural to wonder under which conditions the semi-continuous quasiuniformity of a topological space is bicomplete.
The contents of this section can be summarized as follows. First, before starting
our investigations of the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity, we describe an example
indicating that the general problem mentioned in the beginning of this section may
be rather involved. Then, after recalling some pertinent facts and definitions, we try
to characterize those topological spaces that possess a bicomplete semi-continuous
quasi-uniformity. Several examples illustrate our main results, which we formulate
in Propositions 9 and 10.
It may be helpful to recall already now the following simple consequence of
Lemma 2 (c): if (X, Sf) is a T^-space the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of which
is bicomplete and S/" is a topology finer than Sf on X, then the semi-continuous quasiuniformity of the space (X, £f") is also bicomplete.
Example 4. Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal number (equipped with the
order topology Sf) and let SK be the supremum quasi-uniformity of all quasi-pseudometric quasi-uniformities °llv on K such that p is an admissible quasi-pseudo-metric
on K and the induced pseudo-metric p* on K generates a topology with density
strictly smaller than K. (Here, as usual, p* is defined by
p*(x,y) =

m&x{p{x,y),p(y,x)}

for all x,yGK.) Clearly SK is a compatible quasi-uniformity on K. We want to show
that &K is not bicomplete.
Let !F be the filter on K generated by the closed unbounded subsets of K and let V
be an arbitrary open neighbournet of K belonging to iK. Choose We§K such that
W2 £ V. By the definition of $K there are a /? < K and a cover {Aa :a < /?} of K such that
Aa x Aa ^ W whenever a < /?. Since the intersection of less than K closed unbounded
subsets of K is closed unbounded (by [15], lemma 7-4), there is a y < /? such that Ay
is stationary (i.e. intersects each closed unbounded subset of K). Choose an xeAy.
Since
A7 £ W{x) £ V(x),
the set K\V(X) is bounded. Hence there is a Sex such that
{e:£=$e< *:} £ V(x).
Since {e:S ^ e < K} is ^-closed, we have F(x)e#\ Moreover V~1(x)e^r, because
c l ^ r c W'2(x) £ V~\x)
and Ay is unbounded. Hence 3F is an (f*-Cauchy filter on K. Since SF does not have
any ^-cluster point in K, we conclude that SK is not bicomplete.
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Let 3, be the quasi-uniformity on the set U of real numbers generated by the base
{Q £ :e>0} where
Qe = {(x,y)eUxU:x-y<e}
whenever e > 0. By definition, the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity S^W of a
topological space X is the coarsest quasi-uniformity on X for which each continuous
function f:X-> (IR, Q) is quasi-uniformly continuous (see [8], p. 32). In our context a
different description of S/"$ seems to be more convenient. Recall that an open
spectrum si in a topological spaced is a family {An:neZ} of open sets of X (indexed
by the set Z of integers) such that for each n e Z we have
An^An+v

[){An:neZ} = 0

and \J{An:neZ} = X

(see [8], p. 33). We will say that U^ = \J{(An\An_1) xAn:neZ} is the neighbournet
associated with the open spectrum si in X. It is known that the semi-continuous quasiuniformity y^ of a topological space X is the (compatible) quasi-uniformity on X
generated by all neighbournets associated with open spectra in X (see [8], theorem
212). Clearly Sf^ is finer than the Pervin quasi-uniformity of X. The following simple
observation will be useful in this section.
6. Let &*€ be the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of a topological space X.
Then each y<€*-Cauchy filter 8F on X has the properties that
(i) each countable sequence of open elements of 3? has a non-empty intersection, and
(ii) each countable sequence of closed elements of 3? has a non-empty intersection.
LEMMA

Proof. Consider an arbitrary y#*-Cauchy filter 3? on X. Let (Gn)neN be a sequence
of open elements of #" and let (Fn)neN be a sequence of closed elements of #".
Assume that ("){£„ :?ieN} = 0 . Set G'_n = f]{Gk:k = 1
n} whenever neM and
G'n = X whenever neN U {0}. Then si = {G'n: n e Z} is an open spectrum in X. Clearly
for the neighbournet TeSfy, associated with si there does not exist any x in X such
that T~l(x) belongs to !F, a contradiction.
Assume that f]{Fn:neN) = 0 . Set G'n = X\f]{Fk:k = 1,...n) whenever neN and
G'_n = 0 whenever neN U {0}. Then si = {G'n:neZ} is an open spectrum in X so
that for the neighbournet TeSf^ associated with si there does not exist any x in X
such that T(x)e3F, a contradiction. This proves the assertion.
Next we use Lemma 6 to characterize the topological spaces that have a
bicomplete semi-continuous quasi-uniformity. Proposition 8 should be compared
with the characterization of the topological spaces having a bicomplete fine
transitive quasi-uniformity given in Corollary 2.
PROPOSITION 8. Let (X, 2T)bea topological space and let si be the smallest field of sets
containing ST and contained in the power set of X. Then the semi-continuous quasiuniformity SfW of X is bicomplete if and only if each maximal filter <& over the field si
which satisfies
(i) each countable sequence of open elements of *& has a non-empty intersection, and
(ii) each countable sequence of closed elements of *§ has a non-empty intersection, is
fixed (i.e. has a non-empty intersection).

Proof. (Since Proposition 8 does not seem to simplify our arguments essentially, we
will not use the result in the following. Hence we only outline its proof.) The assertion
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is an immediate consequence of the following three facts the proofs of which are left
to the reader.
Let ^ be a maximal filter over the field si with the properties that (i) each
countable sequence of open elements of ^ has a non-empty intersection and that (ii)
each countable sequence of closed elements of ^ has a non-empty intersection. Then
the filter generated by the filter base ^ on X is a minimal .y^-Cauchy filter on X.
Let BF be an y ^ - C a u c h y filter on X. Then $F n si is a maximal filter over the
field si with the properties that (i) each countable sequence of open elements of
!F D si has a non-empty intersection and that (ii) each countable sequence of closed
elements of 2F f] si has a non-empty intersection.
Let ^ be a maximal filter over si. Then the filter base ? o n l converges with
respect to the fe-topology &~(&<#*) if and only if f] ^ 4= 0 .
We will call a topological space X a quasi-fc-space (cf. [23], p. 71) if the pointclosures are the only (non-empty) closed irreducible subsets of X with the FCIproperty. A subset A ^ X is said to have the i^C/-property if an open filter 'S on X
satisfies 6 * 0 4 + 0 for all Ge'S only if <& has the countable intersection property.
Of course each quasi-sober space is a quasi-/c-space. An easy consequence of
Corollary 2 is the following observation.
COROLLARY

6. The fine transitive quasi-uniformity of each quasi-fc-space is

bicomplete.
Proof. Let I be a quasi-/c-space and let F be a non-trivial closed irreducible
subspace of X. Since X is a quasi-/c-space, F does not have the i^CZ-property. Hence
there is an open filter IS on X satisfying G (] F 4= 0 for each Gs<&, but containing a
countable collection {Sn :neN} with an empty intersection. Considering the collection
{(Ok-i^k) fl F:ne N} we see by Corollary 2 that the fine transitive quasi-uniformity
of X is bicomplete.
Before stating our next proposition we still recall that a topological space X is said
to be closed-complete (= a-real-compact [2, 5]) if each maximal closed filter on X with
the countable intersection property has a non-empty intersection.
PROPOSITION 9. A topological space X whose semi-continuous quasi-uniformity £/"$
is bicomplete is a quasi-fc-space and hereditarily closed-complete.

Proof. Let A be a non-empty subspace of X, let $F be a maximal closed filter with
the countable intersection property on the subspace A of X and let *& be the filter
generated by the filter base J* on X. We wish to show that <& is an y ^ - C a u c h y filter
on X. Let si = {Gn: n e 2} be an open spectrum in X and let T denote the transitive
neighbournet of X associated with si. Observe first that there exists a i m s Z such
because !F has the countable intersection property and si is an
that (A\Gn)$^,
open spectrum in X. Note then that for each weZ such that A\Gn$!F there is an
Fns3F such that Fn £ A D Gn, because !F is a maximal closed filter on the subspace
A oiX. In particular we see that there is a minimal nQeZ such that^4\G n $^, since
3F has the countable intersection property and si is an open spectrum in X. Choose
an xe(A\Gno_1) 0 Gni>. It follows that

because A\Gna_xs3F and F c A D Gn<> for some Fe^.

Since (T~l{x) x T(x)) c T, we
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can conclude that for an arbitrary entourage E / e i ^ there exists anJIfs? such that
MxMcJJ.
Hence ^ is an 5^*-Cauchy filter on X. Since &"% is bicomplete, ^
converges to some point y in X with respect to the 6-topology 2T{£/"$*) oiX. Thus
0 =¥A (] clf^v {y} c
and ^" has a cluster point in A. We have shown that the subspace A of X is closedcomplete. Hence X is hereditarily closed-complete.
It remains to prove that X is a quasi-/c-space. Let A be a closed irreducible subset
of X with the i^C/-property and let 3F be the filter on X generated by the filter base
{G fl A : G is open in X and G (] A #= 0 } . We want to show that & is an 5^*-Cauchy
filter on X. To this end let {Gn: n e Z} be an open spectrum in X. Since the non-empty
subset A of X has the .FCZ-property, there is a minimal neZ such that Gne!F. Then
by the definition of !F the set Gn\Gn_1 belongs to &. As above it follows that & is
an <S^*-Cauchy filter on X. Since 5 ^ is bicomplete, A = c h ^ ^ {a;} for some xeX
by Lemma 1(6). We have shown that X is a quasi-/c-space.
Example 5. The semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of w1 +1 (equipped with the
order topology) is not bicomplete, because the noncompact countably compact
subspace w1 of w1 +1 is not closed-complete. Of course, the semi-continuous quasiuniformity of the compact space wx + 1 is complete.
PROPOSITION 10. The semi-continuous quasi-uniformity ifUS of a hereditarily
countably metacompact, hereditarily closed-complete, quasi-fc-space X is bicomplete.

Proof. Let 3F be an 5p<i^*-Cauchy filter on X and let A be an arbitrary open subset
of X belonging to &. There exists a maximal closed filter Jt on the subspace A of X
such that
{F n A :Fe & and F is closed in I ) c Jf.
We want to show that Jt has the countable intersection property. Assume the
contrary. Let (Fn)nefi be a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that
Fn n A e Jt whenever n e M and such that

Since A is countably metacompact, there is a sequence (Gn)neN of open subsets ofX
such thatf n fl A £ Gn 0 A whenever ne M and such that f]{Gn :ne N} n A = 0 (by
[11], theorem 2-2). Let neN. IfX\Gne^,
then A\Gn&M, a contradiction, because
Fn fl AtJt. We conclude that Gne^, because ((X\Gn) xX) U (Gn x Gn) belongs to
&<€ and F is an ^ " - C a u c h y filter on X. Hence {Gn :ne N} U {^1} is a countable open
subcollection of & with an empty intersection. However this is impossible by Lemma
6. We deduce that JI has the countable intersection property.
There is an xef^J/^A,
since A is closed-complete. Because x e a d h ^ - ( ^ ^ ^
by the definition of JI, we see that A cannot be equal to X\a.<5S\g-(cfV)!P'. Since
we have assumed that A is an arbitrary open member of 3F, it follows that
(X\a,&h.!r{sm&;r)$&r and, thus, adh^-^^J^e J5", because J5" is an ^<^*-Cauchy filter
on X. By Lemma I (a) each . ^ ( ^ J - e l u s t e r point of & is a ^ ( y ^ - l i m i t point of
SF. Since adh^-^^ 3F E!?, we conclude that a d h ^ - ^ ^ ^ is an irreducible subspace
of X.
We want to show next that adh^- (5 ^ !F has the .FCT-property. Let ^ be an open
filter on X such that G ft adhf-iyV)!F 4= 0 whenever Ge<&. Since ^ , as an
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^^""-Cauchy filter on X, contains G or X\G whenever G is an open subset of X,
we see that <3 <=i !F. By Lemma 6 it follows that ^ has the countable intersection
property. Hence adh^-^^J 5 " has the -FCZ-property. There is an xeX such that
J5" = cl^-(yV) {x}, because X is a quasi-/c-space. Since
{x} e J',

the filter 3F converges to x with respect to the topology 3~{9>(6*) by Lemma 2 (a). We
have shown that the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity Sftf of X is bicomplete.
Remark 4. If we set A = X in the first part of the proof of Proposition 10 we obtain
the result that in a countably metacompact closed-complete space X each
Cauchy filter $F converges to some point xsX with respect to the topology
(use Lemma 1 (a)). Observe that it suffices then to assume that cl^-,^ {x} is a Gg-set
in X in order that J* converges to x even with respect to the topology &~{9>(€*).
(Proof. By our assumption there is a sequence (Gn)n€f^ of open subsets of X such that
?&eN}. Since Gne!F whenever neN and since

}) n (f]{Gn:neN}) = 0 ,
we conclude by Lemma 6 that cl^-(y.^) {x} belongs to the •9^*-Cauchy filter $F on X.
Hence & converges to x in (X,^(Sf^*))
by Lemma 2(a).) It follows e.g. that the
semi-continuous quasi-uniformity of each first-countable countably metacompact
closed-complete 7^-space is bicomplete.
Example 6. Let Sf be the topology {0, w) U {[0, /?] :/?ew+1} on the set X = w + 1 .
Since the space (X, Sf) is strongly sober and locally compact, the coarsest compatible
quasi-uniformity on X is bicomplete (see [22], example 2). Obviously each open
spectrum in X is a finite cover of X, because X is compact and each strictly decreasing
sequence of open subsets of X is finite. Hence the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity
of X coincides with the Pervin quasi-uniformity 8P of X. Since £f is not hereditarily
compact, & is not bicomplete (cf. [14], corollary 32). On the other hand the fine
quasi-uniformity of X is bicomplete by Proposition 4, because X is sober. Since Sf is
countable, it is clear that X is hereditarily closed-complete. Hence the condition
' hereditarily countably metacompact' cannot be omitted in Proposition 10.
In an attempt to weaken the assumption ' hereditarily countably metacompact' in
the proof of Proposition 10, the authors discovered the following variant.
PROPOSITION 11. The semi-continuous quasi-uniformity Sfm of a hereditarily
real-compact completely regular space X is bicomplete.

Proof. Let !F be an t $^*-Cauchy filter on X. The quasi-uniform space (X, Sf'ti) is
(convergence) complete by proposition 2-2 of [19] (see also [7]), because X is a
completely regular real-compact space. Therefore the filter 3F has a 2?"(<$^)-limit
point x in X, since SF is an ^^"-Cauchy filter on X. Set A = X\clyiSrV) {x} and
M = {F n A :Fe^

and F n A is a zero-set of the subspace A of X).

Note that we have f] Jl = 0 , because !F converges to x in the completely regular
space (X, ^(9"^)).
First assume that A e # \ We wish to show that in this case M is a maximal filter
of zero-sets on the subspace A of X having the countable intersection property.
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Clearly Jt is a filter of zero-sets on the subspace A of X Let us prove that Jt has the
countable intersection property. To this end suppose that ZntJt whenever neN.
For each neN there is a sequence (Cn>m)m6N of co-zero sets of the subspace A of X
such that Zn = Q{C n m :meN}. Let n,meN. There exists an open subset Gnm
of X such that Gnm 0 A = Cnm. Since ZneJt, we have A\Cn m$Jt and, thus,
X\Gn m$&. Therefore Gn meS?, because & is an 5^*-Cauchy filter onX. It follows
that if f}{Zn:neN} = 0 , then {Gn m:n,meN} U {A} is a countable open subcollection of !F with an empty intersection. However this is impossible by Lemma 6.
We conclude that Jt has the countable intersection property.
Next we are going to show that Jt is maximal. Let Z b e a zero-set of the subspace
A of X that meets every member of Jt. There is a sequence (Gn)neX of open subsets
of X such that Z = f}{Gn:neN} 0 A and such that Gn fl A is a co-zero set of the
subspace A of X whenever ne N. Moreover there is a closed subset F of X such that
F n A = Z. Let neN. Note that Gn is an element of the <9^*-Cauchy filter 3F,
yields the contradiction that the zero-set
because the assumption that X\Gne^
(X\Gn) fl A = A\Gn of the subspace A belongs to Jt', although Z n (A\Gn) = 0.
Since {X\F,A} U {G B :neN} is a countable open collection of X with an empty
intersection, we conclude by Lemma 6 that (X\F) $&'. Hence FelF, because J5" is an
<S^*-Cauchy filter on X By the definition of Jt we get that F ft A = ZzJt. We have
shown that Jt is a maximal filter of zero-sets on the subspace A of X that has the
countable intersection property, but satisfies {\Jt = 0. Since A is a real-compact
subspace of X, we have reached a contradiction (see [10], lemma 812).
Therefore our assumption that A belongs to SF was incorrect. Since S' is an y # * Cauchy filter, we conclude that <Ag-(yV)\pc)&SP'. By Lemma 2(a) it is clear that the
filter & converges to x in the space (X, 9'{S/>(€*)). Hence the semi-continuous quasiuniformity y^ of X is bicomplete.
Example 7. The semi-continuous quasi-uniformity 5^<<? of the well-known
topological space *F (see [10], 5/) is bicomplete, but not complete.
Proof. It is known that T is a Moore space (see [2], p. 39). Since a Moore space of
non-measurable cardinality is closed-complete (by [2], corollary 43) and countably
metacompact (by [12], theorem 7-8), the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity Sftf of T
is bicomplete by Remark 4 (or Proposition 10). Since the completely regular
Hausdorff space *F is pseudo-compact, but not compact, it is not almost real-compact
(see [9, 27] and e.g. [6], theorem 310-23 and problem 3-12-5a)). Hence the quasiuniformity £?<€ of T is not complete, because the semi-continuous quasi-uniformity
of a completely regular Hausdorff space X is complete if and only if X is almost realcompact (see [19], proposition 22).
We would like to thank the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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